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that the author and the publisher are not rendering accounting or
other professional services in the publication. If legal advice or
other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent
professional should be sought. 
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A CPA’s Guide to Wireless Technology and Networking (the Guide)
has been developed to educate CPAs about the benefits and risks
of using wireless technologies in their home offices, public places,
and throughout their business enterprises. CPAs can leverage this
knowledge as they consult with clients or help to understand and
improve the use of wireless technology in their companies or or-
ganizations. The products, standards, and practices referred to in
this Guide are based on the author’s knowledge and experience,
as of spring 2005, but these references are not recommendations
for products or endorsements by either the AICPA or the author.
In all matters regarding this Guide, it is recommended that read-
ers consult experienced technical and administrative personnel
for current recommendations, guidance, and assistance in imple-
mentation based on their specific needs and requirements. 
The Guide does not represent an official position of the AICPA,
and it is distributed with the understanding that the author and
the publisher are not rendering accounting or other professional
services in the publication. If legal advice or other expert assis-
tance is required, the services of competent professionals should
be sought. 
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1Introduction
Wireless technologies exist all around us and they open up new
ways to communicate and work. The television remote control
was among the first applications affecting lifestyle. Do you re-
member your first cordless telephone? Remember how it enabled
you to move beyond the end of the 6-foot cord that connected
the phone to the wall? Today’s wireless technologies enable us to
connect with our home and business computer systems from any
location around the planet, including offices, beaches, backyard
pools, cars, trains, and local coffeehouses. Congress is even dis-
cussing opening up wireless networks on board aircraft at cruise
altitudes. Wireless technology is being integrated into core busi-
ness processes in nearly every industrial sector. In health care,
wireless networks enable caregivers to gather patient data directly
into centralized databases from the bedside. Digital diagnostic
data, including x-ray scans, are evaluated in remote locations and
the results are transmitted to physicians wherever they may be.
Wireless technologies employed in business and industry enable
the tracking of:
• Labor and materials into manufacturing processes
• Work-in-process inventories into finished goods 
• The movement of products from warehouse stores to load-
ing dock and onto trucks for just-in-time shipping com-
mitments
• The inventory on retail shelves
• The processing of sales transactions from remote locations
In the accounting profession, wireless technologies are deployed
by audit teams at client sites, providing instant collaborative net-
works that support automated working papers and access to
client data stored back in the CPA firm’s data repository. 
Every enabling technology has its own benefits, costs, and risks,
and wireless technology certainly has its share of all three. The
cost of wireless technology is falling dramatically and the capabil-
ity of wireless devices is improving exponentially. It is easy to pre-
dict that, as these two trends combine, the use of wireless
technologies will become the status quo, rather than the leading
edge of networking technology. Nevertheless, the true value of
these advantages must be weighed within the context of the in-
creased risk associated with the use of wireless technology. Be-
cause A CPA’s Guide to Wireless Technology and Networking (the
Guide) is designed to help you better understand wireless tech-
nologies, we cannot discuss wireless technology without pointing
out its unique risks; you must be able to select the right wireless
technology for your requirements, and maximize the benefits and
minimize the risks associated with wireless networking. The
Guide begins with a “Wireless Technology Overview.” In this sec-
tion, the basic concepts for wireless computing will be intro-
duced, including a discussion of:
• Radio wave frequencies used by wireless devices
• Wireless network types 
• Wireless devices and network adapters 
• Wireless standards (Which standard is best for me?)
The remainder of this Guide addresses wireless network security.
We cover the basic risks associated with all wireless networks,
then drill down into some best practice suggestions for the most
common 802.11 WLAN and Bluetooth WPAN configurations.
This section concludes with a discussion of 802.11 encryption
standards; WEP and WPA.
Wireless technology is fascinating and can improve the produc-
tivity of people and the efficiency of processes. It facilitates the
extension of computer networks to areas in which wired networks
are cost prohibitive or the business process cannot be supported
by a wired connection. After reading this Guide, you will be bet-
ter able to select the right wireless technology for your home of-
fice or small business, and understand and implement
appropriate security precautions to protect your confidential data
and wireless connected resources. 
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3This Guide was written based on available wireless technology in
the spring of 2005. As with all technology, wireless equipment
and capabilities, security breaches, and recommended best prac-
tices will change rapidly as new products and solutions become
available.
Special thanks go to Richard Oppenheim, CPA, CITP, and to
AICPA team members Paul Herring and Karyn Waller, CPA, for
their assistance in reviewing and coordinating the compilation of
this Guide.
Michael R. Dickson, CPA, CITP
Wireless Technology Overview
Wireless technologies have been in use for nearly 100 years. In
the United States, the first public radio transmission was in 1906,
and broadcast television (TV) became public in several markets
in 1928. The earliest radio broadcasts were low-frequency radio
waves based on vacuum-tube technology. Traditional wireless
communications based on two-way radio once required high-
priced, high-powered, federally licensed transmitters and re-
ceivers. Wireless voice technologies have evolved over time from
the days of AM radio to TV, to remote controls for consumer de-
vices, and to the status quo that most households in the United
States have one or more personal cellular telephones enabling in-
stant communication to anywhere in the world. As the capability
for transmitting voice and video over the airways flourished, so
did the demand to send electronic data over the airwaves. Today’s
wireless devices operate at very low power, at higher frequencies
than radio or TV, and in carefully allocated frequency ranges.
Since they transmit at very low power, it is not necessary to li-
cense each individual end user. As technology continued to
evolve, wireless data transmissions operating at ultra high fre-
quencies have enabled microwaves on earth and orbiting satellites
in space to bring voice, video, data, and high-speed Internet ac-
cess to all corners of our planet. Although many technological ad-
vances and lower manufacturing costs have resulted in the
proliferation of low-cost wireless devices, so too has the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) played a role in the revo-
lution of wireless telecommunications by deregulating parts of
the frequency spectrum and making new radio frequencies avail-
able to commercial telecom service providers. 
Wireless Radio Frequencies
The FCC allocates radio frequencies in the United States so that
a wide variety of wireless devices can operate without interference
from each other. Examples of the allocated frequency ranges and
the authorized devices and applications include those for mar-
itime navigation and communication radios; AM/FM radio, very
4
5high frequency (VHF), and ultra high frequency (UHF) TV
broadcasts; garage door operators; cordless phones; alarm sys-
tems; paging systems; mobile phones; wireless wide area networks
(WWANs); wireless local area networks (WLANs); microwaves;
and satellite and wireless personal area networks (WPANs). 
The following table illustrates a few of the more common radio
frequency names and applications:
Very low frequency (VLF) Marine band radio
Medium frequency AM radio broadcast
Very high frequency (VHF) FM radio and TV channels 2 to 13
Ultra high frequency (UHF) TV channels 21 to 83 and most first-,
second-, and third-generation ( 1G, 2G,
and 3G) mobile cellular telephones,
802.11b/g, as well as Bluetooth 2.4-GHz
networking
Super high frequency (SHF) WLAN products including 802.11a and
5.4-GHz networking
Extremely high frequency (EHF) Satellite earth-to-space applications
Infrared Remote controls and limited-use
WPANs
To see a more detailed list of allocated frequency spectrum and
the related devices and applications, refer to Appendix B, “Com-
mon Wireless Frequencies and Related Applications.”
Wireless Networks 
Wireless networks are groups of two or more computing devices
that are connected with one or more wireless links. In spite of
their name, most wireless networks are not completely wireless.
Wireless components are typically connected to the wired infra-
structure, providing connectivity between remote and mobile
workstations, and the host applications (including Internet ac-
cess) that are required. In a number of home offices and small
business environments, entire networks, including servers, could
be connected via only wireless infrastructure, as a result of the rel-
atively slow speed of wireless technology compared to wired infra-
structure. Nevertheless, most business environments have wired
infrastructures for their servers and locally connected worksta-
tions. Even the fastest wireless network adapters only offer 20
percent of the speed of today’s server class wired network adapters
(50 Mbps versus 1,000 Mbps). 
Wireless networks are generally classified into four groups,
namely, personal, local, wide, and metropolitan area networks. 
Wireless Personal Area Networks
WPANs typically are for connecting peripheral devices such as
printers, headsets, keyboards, cell phones, and personal digital as-
sistants (PDAs) with specific compatible devices that are located
in very close proximity (less than 30 feet). WPANs are becoming
noticeable in public by the use of wireless headsets for cellular
phones. Most of these devices are Bluetooth compatible and can
be used with both a compatible phone and notebook or tablet
personal computer. Many Bluetooth headsets can control a grow-
ing list of phone features from the remote earpiece, such as voice
dialing, answering and placing calls, and scrolling through con-
tact lists. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) working group number 15 is focused on standards for
WPANs. Also referred to as 802.15, the work of this group has
resulted in the introduction of Bluetooth to the market. The rela-
tionship between IEEE 802.15 and Bluetooth is analogous to the
relationship between IEEE 802.11 and the Wi-Fi Alliance dis-
cussed later in this Guide. Although Bluetooth is receiving com-
mercial acceptance, Zigbee, another protocol based on 802.15,
was approved in December 2004. Like Bluetooth, ZigBee is best
suited for the creation of ad-hoc self-configuring networks based
on low-power radio transceivers (transmitter and receiver).
Wireless Local Area Networks 
WLANs facilitate the connection of wireless devices located in
close proximity (less than 300 feet) to wireless access points.
WLANs are generally inside an office or other well-defined area
such as a personal residence, coffeeshop, airport lounge, or other
public hotspot. WLANs are also known as wireless fidelity (Wi-
Fi) or 802.11 networks. 
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7Wi-Fi represents the current best standard for wireless LANs be-
cause of its broad acceptance and effective range covered. Based
on the 802.11 IEEE specifications, Wi-Fi offers several different
flavors (a, b, g, etc.) of 802.11 connectivity, each with its own
strengths and weaknesses. Wi-Fi currently offers speeds up to 54
Mbps and ranges up to 300 feet. Nevertheless, there are compat-
ibility and interoperability issues between the different flavors of
802.11 that must be understood before you select or purchase
wireless hardware.
A Wi-Fi device can connect with another Wi-Fi device if they are
both located within 300 feet, except in extreme conditions. Typi-
cally, such extreme conditions are defined by distance. Neverthe-
less, heavy equipment, construction materials, and electronic
interference can undermine wireless technologies by preventing
the wireless network from working adequately. 
Wi-Fi is ideal in conditions that prevent wired solutions from
working. In other words, if a computer has the option of being
connected by a wired connection or a wireless connection, wired
is generally the best choice. However, if the computer is located
in a remote location where wired network ports are not available,
or the computer is portable and used in different locations
throughout your home or office, then a wireless solution is best. 
WLAN Topologies
Wireless networks can be configured to work as part of a central
managed network (infrastructure connecting wireless computers
to a home or enterprise network) or as informal (ad-hoc) pairs of
computers that exchange data directly with each other.
Ad-Hoc Mode
An ad-hoc network is created if wireless devices sense other de-
vices that are enabled in the ad-hoc mode. In an ad-hoc mode,
the devices form a simple peer-to-peer network and the resources
attached to each machine can be shared with the other users. For
example, stand-alone or ad-hoc networks might be used in a
client’s conference room where the audit team is assembled. Team
members need to share printers, scanners, and files stored on each
other’s machines, without wanting or needing to be connected to
the client’s network. 
Note in the diagram below that ad-hoc wireless networks do not
contain any wired nodes.
Figure 1: Ad Hoc Mode
Infrastructure Mode
Wireless devices can also connect to a wired network infrastruc-
ture by use of an 802.11 access point (AP) or wireless gateway.
The AP can operate as a router joining a network of wireless de-
vices that is created by the AP to the wired network infrastructure
(sometimes called a gateway mode), or it can function as a wireless
bridge, simply extending the existing network to include wireless
devices (a router mode). In the gateway mode, the hardware acts as
a wireless hub connecting to wireless clients that are installed on
network computers. In the router mode, the AP can only com-
municate with another AP that is configured as a bridge. This
mode is useful for bridging two LAN segments that are apart, and
it is preferable to connect them wirelessly. One AP bridge is con-
nected to a switch on the first LAN, the other AP is connected to
a switch on the second LAN, and they are connected.
8
9Figure 2: Infrastructure Mode
Used in this way, the AP is typically connected to the secure en-
terprise network (inside the corporate firewall). In an infrastruc-
ture mode, connected wireless devices become an integrated part
of the Internet protocol (IP) enterprise or home network. Wire-
less devices can obtain IP address and network rights from the
wired network, just as can wired devices. In a properly designed
enterprise network, wireless devices have access to all network re-
sources as wired devices. See the following examples. 
Example: A gateway mode, typically used in home offices or
small businesses.
Figure 3: Gateway Mode
Example: A router mode, typically used in medium or large busi-
nesses.
Figure 4: Router Mode
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Wireless Wide Area Networks
WWANs are networks that provide access to public and private
networks over a wide geographic area. For purposes of this Guide,
we will focus on cellular-based wireless technologies because they
are currently available at price and performance levels that make
them usable and affordable for remote and mobile users. This is
the world of global system for mobile (GSM) communication,
general packet radio service (GPRS), cellular digital packet data
(CDPD), code-division multiple access (CDMA), and the new
3G standards.
Using a 3G-enabled telephone, PDA, personal computer (PC),
or other device, a user activates or connects to the digital cellular
network. Once connected, the cellular adapter configures a trans-
mission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) connection
just as would any other network adapter. Using the cellular
provider as your Internet service provider (ISP) frees you of hav-
ing to be within range of a home or business wireless AP or a
public hotspot. It is an amazing experience, similar to walking
away with a cordless phone in hand for the first time. A 3G-
broadband service provider, such as Verizon’s EVolution, Data-
Only (EV-DO) (http://www.verizonwireless.com/), provides
access to all the services that a digital subscriber line (DSL) or
cable connection to the Internet provides including the World
Wide Web, mail services, virtual private network (VPN) connec-
tions, and instant messaging. When connected directly to the In-
ternet in this manner, it is important to configure a personal
firewall on your workstation to protect your machine from unau-
thorized access. When using any public network to connect
through the Internet to your office, it is highly recommended
that you use a VPN to provide another layer of security and pri-
vacy to your session. The diagram below illustrates how a cellular
network can be used to connect to the Internet and office com-
puting resources.
Figure 5: Connecting a Cellular Network to an Organization
Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks
WMANs are common today in university and college campuses
but are just now emerging in metropolitan areas as cities of all
sizes investigate how to deliver wireless Internet access to their
residents. A typical implementation is the installation by the city
of wireless APs throughout the community in such a way that
every resident would be within range of an access point. This
technology will allow for a single AP to cover 3- to 5-square
miles.
It can be anticipated that telecommunications companies will
initiate big legal challenges to the “right” of cities and other polit-
ical entities to build communications networks and deliver
broadband services directly to their residents.
Wireless Devices
A wireless device is a computer (or handheld, or laptop, or desk-
top) that is connected to a network using a wireless medium.
Today, many PDAs come with integrated wireless capabilities. So
do many pocket, tablet, laptop, and notebook PCs. For these
computers, the network adapter is integrated inside the device.
For those devices that do not have built-in wireless network
adapters, external adapters are available. These are discussed later
in this section. 
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Personal Digital Assistants 
PDAs are small handheld or palm devices that typically contain
applications for personal contacts, calendar, task lists, and e-mail.
There are multiple vendor platforms for PDAs, including the
Palm, Pocket PC, or BlackBerry. The initial generation of PDAs
simply allowed for the synchronization of calendar, contact,
notes, and e-mail with a desktop productivity application created
by the PDA vendor, or with Microsoft Outlook. Today’s higher
end PDA devices can include Internet browsers, cellular phones,
and, in some cases, miniversions of popular applications such as
Microsoft Word and Excel.
The 1G PDAs required a serial or universal serial bus (USB) cable
to exchange data with a PC.
In 2G PDAs, the serial cable connection was supplemented with
infrared wireless transceivers enabling wireless synchronization
with the desktop for those knowledgeable enough to configure
the infrared ports on both the handheld and the notebook com-
puters. The wireless capability was convenient but it added no
real functional capabilities except the ability to send a wireless
message across the table to another user of the same type of PDA. 
The 3G PDA is capable of connecting directly to the WWANs
provided by the major telecom companies, or to local Wi-Fi net-
works. These devices now contain integrated cellular phones and
“always-on” WWAN connectivity for e-mail and other data ser-
vices. The BlackBerry series of PDAs enabled wireless connec-
tions via cellular networks to enterprise-server-based e-mail
systems and Internet gateways without relying on direct synchro-
nization with a desktop computer. The most advanced PDAs can
connect to Wi-Fi networks when they are within range of an
available hotspot. Moreover, if the signal from an active hotspot
begins to degrade (for example as you leave the coffeeshop), the
on-board WWAN adapter immediately establishes a connection
with a cellular or personal communications services (PCS) net-
work to provide continuous connections to the Internet or host
e-mail services. Buyers should carefully investigate the differences
between PDAs that provide Internet access because the speed of
the WWAN connections depends on what wide area wireless
standards are being used. 
As of the publication of this Guide, Verizon Wireless Broadband
Access offered the fastest, fully mobile wireless Internet data solu-
tion. With this broadband access, you can directly access a corpo-
rate Exchange server, browse the Internet, download large files,
and view or listen to multimedia presentations. True mobile
broadband also provides, for the first time, access to mission-crit-
ical data and applications behind corporate firewalls. Devices
available today include built-in Bluetooth and broadband access
to the Internet, plus full digital support for cellular telephone ser-
vice. Critics will be quick to point out these devices lack on-board
Wi-Fi; but who needs Wi-Fi hotspots if you have broadband ac-
cess via cellular connection? For the Wi-Fi purist, a secure digital
slot on these devices allows the insertion of Wi-Fi transceiver
products.
The convergence of the PDA and cellular phones is nearly com-
plete among the major vendor platforms for PDAs. All the lead-
ing vendors are offering integrated cellular solutions. 
Smartphones
So, if PDAs have incorporated cellular phones into their prod-
ucts, what is a smartphone? Smartphones, as the name suggests,
were first engineered as cellular phones with special features
added to provide PDA-like functionality. Typically, smartphones
have smaller screens than PDAs and their ease of use as a phone is
the highest priority; the application support for contacts and cal-
endaring is typically secondary in importance. The smartphone
vendors get the credit for starting the convergence of PDA and
phone technology. For example, Kyocera (http://www.kyocera-
wireless.com/) was one of the first cell phone manufacturers to
combine a Palm O/S in one of its cell phone lines. On the other
hand, PDAs based on the Pocket PC operating system have much
of the software capabilities for telephony included in their operat-
ing systems because of their Windows heritage. Still, it did not
take long for Research in Motion (RIM), the manufacturer of the
BlackBerry, to begin adding phones to its product lines. Smart-
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phones will probably lose their distinction as PDAs and phones
converge. 
The “Swiss Army knife” concept, i.e., putting a number of fea-
tures and applications into one unit, is an aspect of the technol-
ogy vendor capability arising from the shrinking size of processor
chips and storage devices. The latest trend of including digital
cameras in cell phones is just the most recent expansion of new
technology into cellular smartphones and some PDAs.
Wireless Adapters for Computers
Network-attached devices have always relied on network
adapters. Adapters are typically associated with the network wire
or media that is used to connect multiple devices. A wireless
adapter allows a computer to communicate with the network
without wires. Today, the ubiquitous standard media for wired
networks is a RJ-45 connector on Category 5 type twisted-pair
cable, or optical fiber. For wireless networks, all the concepts are
the same except that the wireless network adapters use radio
waves instead of copper or fiber for the media. 
Wireless adapters today are typically built into a device (an on-
board chip). Devices that do not have a built-in wireless trans-
ceiver must use an external wireless adapter connected to one of
the computer’s data buses (i.e., PC cards, Personal Computer
Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA), universal
serial bus (USB), or peripheral component interconnect (PCI)).
On-Board Wireless 
Today, most notebook, tablet, and laptop computers come stan-
dard with or have as an available option one or more on-board
wireless adapters. Intel (http://www.intel.com/) promotes its
Centrino technology, but the technology is more marketing than
silicone. In order for a PC to carry the Centrino logo, it must
contain an Intel Mobile Pentium processor and an Intel branded
802.11 transceiver in the same computer. 
Computers with the latest Centrino technology may be attractive
to consumers, but there are many alternatives. Several manufac-
turers make on-board wireless chips that can be ordered and in-
stalled in a notebook computer. One such manufacturer is Ath-
eros Communications (http://www.atheros.com/). Atheros
manufactures and sells the first single-chip 802.11a/b/g WLAN
solution. The Atheros can be ordered as an option on many
major branded PCs and, often, these on-board chips can be user-
installed through an access door on the bottom of most of the
major branded laptop and notebook computers. Other manufac-
turers also have internal wireless network adapters than can be or-
dered as options for most popular mobile computers. 
If you are not fortunate enough to have a wireless network
adapter integrated inside your computer, there are several options
for attaching an external wireless adapter to your computer:
• PCMCIA (802.11). The best way to connect a laptop
computer that does not have a built-in wireless capability
to a wireless network is with a PCMCIA wireless network
adapter. In order to use such a credit-card sized trans-
ceiver, a user simply slides it into an available slot on a
notebook, laptop, or tablet computer (or any device that
has a PCMCIA slot), and installs the application driver
and software. The PC is now ready to connect to wireless
networks. A PCMCIA adapter requires no additional ca-
bles because it draws its power directly from the com-
puter’s internal bus.
• Universal Serial Bus (USB) 802.11. These wireless adapters
are also popular ways to add wireless capabilities to a PC,
including those that do not have PCMCIA slots. For ex-
ample, if a user moves a desktop computer to a new loca-
tion where a wired network port is not available, he or she
can simply install the USB adapter software driver, and
plug a standard USB cable into the USB network adapter
and plug the other end into an available USB port on the
computer. The computer is now ready to connect to wire-
less networks. USB adapters typically are not self-powered,
so a separate connection is also required to an alternating
current (AC) power transformer.
16
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• PCI adapters (802.11). Some older PCs lack PCMCIA or
USB slots to plug in devices. In this situation, the user can
purchase a PCI adapter; and plug it into an available PCI
slot in the desktop or tower computer. One word of cau-
tion when using PCI adapters is that if the PC has a floor-
standing tower tucked away under a desk or against a wall,
the effective range of the wireless transceiver (located
under the desk) may be significantly diminished. Given
the trouble of installing adapters in the back of your com-
puter, it makes more sense for users to install a USB
adapter and plug in a USB wireless adapter to the new
USB ports. Using the standard USB cable that connects to
the USB wireless transceiver can bring the wireless USB
device up on top of the desk to enable a higher quality con-
nection. This also allows the use of the newly installed
USB adapter with a host of other USB devices.
• Cellular WWAN adapters. This network adapter is not
something out of the future. This adapter provides full ac-
cess to the Internet from wherever digital (as opposed to
analog) phone service is available. It is based on CDMA
1XRTT (1 x Radio Transmission Technology) and pro-
vides high-speed access up to speeds of 144 Kbps. This is
faster than the 1G DSL modems hardwired in millions of
homes nationwide. The latest release of the AirCard® by
Sierra Wireless (http://www.sierrawireless.com/), when
used on CDMA EV-DO networks provides true broad-
band access to remote and mobile devices at speeds up to
2 Mbps.
• Sandisk Wi-Fi SD/Connect Card. The Sandisk Wi-Fi
SD/Secure Digital card (http://www.sandisk.com/) is the
smallest Wi-Fi card on the market. It will allow secure dig-
ital input/output- (SDIO-) enabled devices to connect to
hotspots (802.11b APs) worldwide for fast wireless Inter-
net connectivity. The Sandisk Wi-Fi SD/Secure Digital
card supports Pocket PC 2002 and Pocket PC 2003 de-
vices that have an SDIO-enabled slot.
QUICK RECOMMENDATION: WHAT ADAPTER IS BEST FOR ME?
Adapted
Where Used Factors Type
Notebook Even though notebook computers come PCMCIA
computer standard with universal serial bus (USB)
(used if adapters, the Personal Computer Memory
802.11 Card International Association (PCMCIA)
wireless is adapters are self-contained and provide the
provided) best external adapter for notebooks that
do not have built-in wireless capability.
Desktop (or A USB adapter is best suited for a desktop USB
floor-standing because they allow the user to set the
computer) transceiver on top of the desk or computer,
rather than “hiding” it behind the computer
(i.e., a PCMCIA adapter can only be
plugged in to a computer, not moved
around)
Notebook Users who travel extensively and want Cellular
computer mobile access to the Internet from virtually WWAN
(used anywhere need a wireless wide area adapters
anywhere, connection.
not dependent
on finding a
hotspot)
Setting Up a Home Office or Small Business
Wireless Network
A wireless AP can be purchased as part of a home or small busi-
ness office gateway product. Used in this manner, instead of con-
necting the AP to the enterprise network (inside the corporate
firewall) it is connected directly to the ISP modem, i.e., digital
subscriber line (DSL) or cable.
Setting up a home wireless network is very inexpensive. The fol-
lowing table itemizes what you need to implement a home wire-
less network.
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Component Function Cost
DSL or cable This is the primary router or default Typically, this is
modem gateway for the network. (An RJ-45 provided by the
provided by Category 5 twisted-pair network monthly service
ISP cable is needed to connect this charge from the
modem to the router or AP. ISP, but can be
purchased
outright for less
than $75. An
RJ-45 cable, if
not provided by
ISP, will cost
under $10.
Wireless router This connects directly to the cable An 802.11b AP
or AP (with modem and provides dynamic host can be purchased
four 10/100- configuration protocol (DHCP) for under $50.
Mbps Ethernet services to all the computers on An 802.11 a/b/g
ports) your network (wired or wireless). AP and router
Four RJ-45 ports on the rear of this will cost
device allow for the connection of approximately
individual PCs, or small group $100.
switches that connect multiple
computers in your home office or
small business environment).
Wireless USB Connect the USB-equipped desktop This device for
adapter (use or notebook computer to any under $75 has the
this for wireless network with a wireless advantage that it
existing A/G USB network adapter. This can be used in a
desktop PCs universal wireless network adapter desktop or a
that are now connects the desktop or notebook to notebook
hard wired to wireless-A, wireless-B, or wireless-G computer. In fact,
the router.) networks, without the need to it can be
open up the case of the desktop connected to
computer. any computer
with a USB slot.
Wireless The Linksys Dual-Band Wireless This can be
PCMCIA A+G Notebook Adapter purchased for
adapter (use (http://www.linksys.com) lets your under $75.
for notebook notebook communicate with all
PCs) or other three wireless network standards.
devices that With one PC Card, you can connect
accept to wireless-A (802.11a), wireless-G
PCMCIA (draft 802.11g), and wireless-B
cards (802.11b) networks. 
Wireless Standards
Given that new technologies are constantly being developed,
standards are essential in order for devices manufactured by dif-
ferent companies to communicate with each other. But standards
alone do not guarantee market acceptance, or make one wireless
technology better than the others. Each wireless technology (as
defined by a set of standards) has features and limitations. There-
fore, understanding the technology behind the standards is use-
ful.
Infrared
Infrared is not often thought of as a networking medium, and if
you watch TV, chances are you have been using infrared technol-
ogy most of your life. Zenith Radio Corporation invented the
first “remote control” based on infrared technology in 1950. The
early remote controls only turned a device on and off, but today’s
infrared devices control nearly every function in multimedia
home theater video and audio systems. 
Infrared operates at a frequency just below the visible light spec-
trum.
The infrared standard was created by the Infrared Data Associa-
tion (IrDA) (http://www.irda.org). The related protocols and
standards are designed to allow for low-cost, low-power connec-
tions between compatible devices by simply pointing the devices
at each other. 
Infrared is typically used in send-only devices such as TV remote
controls or other unidirectional applications. However, multiple
infrared transmitters and receivers can be connected following
IrDA specifications to enable the devices to “communicate,” or to
operate in a bidirectional mode. For example, if two notebook
PCs have their infrared ports “in range” of each other, Windows
will automatically establish a link between machines, identify
that another “computer” has been found, and prompt the user as
to whether he or she wants to transfer a file.
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Infrared is primarily a low-cost, convenient cable replacement
technology and is appropriate for WPANs. 
Most portable computers built in the last five years have an in-
frared port. Those computers that lack a built-in port can be in-
frared-enabled by use of an external USB adapter. Most infrared
transceivers are capable of half-duplex serial transmissions at up
to 115.2 Kbps. Half-duplex allows for information to be trans-
mitted in only one direction at a time. Some newer infrared de-
vices have updated transceivers that can transmit up to between 2
and 4 Mbps.
Infrared is an invisible beam where “line of sight” is required to
transmit data. Infrared has a limited range (generally 5 to 25 feet)
and is best suited as a file transfer link between PCs, PDAs, cellu-
lar phones, and other devices that can be easily positioned in the
line of sight. If the user has a Palm Pilot or iPAQ
(http://www.hp.com) handheld device, synchronization can
probably be accomplished over wireless infrared instead of relying
on a cradle or USB cable.
Depending on how a computer is positioned on a desk, infrared
can be a quick, low-cost answer to wireless connections to a desk-
top printer. The red diffuser lens on the front of the printer has
an infrared transceiver behind it and many plug-and-play devices
can easily be connected to a printer if their infrared devices are
enabled. Typically, this feature is found on Hewlett-Packard (HP)
printers. 
However, an infrared device can only be connected to one other
infrared device at a time, given the limited support for TCP/IP
via “Windows Sockets” (an application programming interface
standard that provides a TCP/IP interface under windows). This,
for all practical purposes, limits the use of infrared networking for
use with a single peripheral device, however, multiple infrared
adapters could be connected to a single PC and each adapter
could “connect” with another infrared device.
According to the IrDA, the benefits of infrared are: 
• It is inexpensive; components cost pennies.
• Enabled devices consume less power (minimizing the drain
on the batteries by the devices).
• It is safe; there is no harm to the eye as long as it is used
correctly.
• It has point-to-point, peer-to-peer range. Your data are
close at hand, and are not broadcast or distributed long
distance, or in a wide angle or range. The connection range
is about one meter, and the angle is 30 degrees.
• It is relatively unregulated. Infrared frequencies are just
below the visible light on the electromagnetic scale, so
there are no restrictions on their use.
• It has no radio frequency interference issues or signal con-
flicts, especially important in critical environments such as
hospitals and airports.
Bluetooth
Bluetooth (http://www.bluetooth.com) is another radio fre-
quency standard designed for connecting peripheral devices
within a short range (30 feet). Originally developed by Ericsson,
Bluetooth has since been embraced by many other companies
such as Sony, IBM, Intel, Toshiba, and Nokia. The most com-
mon use of Bluetooth is in connecting small devices such as PCs,
cell phones, PDAs, printers, keyboards, headsets, digital cameras,
and other devices to PCs located within 32 feet of each other.
Bluetooth technology provides a wire-free connectivity among
multiple devices. Bluetooth has already given us wireless headsets
for our cell phones and computers, wireless keyboards, mice that
do not need wireless USB plug-in adapters, and GPS devices that
send data to nearby handheld devices or PCs. BMW was the first
major vehicle manufacturer to install hands-free Bluetooth tech-
nology in its cars. In 2004, Toyota and Lexus began equipping
some of their popular models with Bluetooth.
Bluetooth operates in the 2.4-GHz frequency band, as does the
802.11. Utilizing different power levels for different classes of de-
vices, Bluetooth can operate at ranges up to 300 feet (comparable
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to WLAN 802.11), but most devices operate over a much shorter
range up to 30 feet. Bluetooth can hop between 79 different
channels to reduce or eliminate interference problems. This is
called frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) technology.
Bluetooth can establish ad-hoc networks or networks based on
fixed-access points. Because of its limited range, ad-hoc networks
are the principal use of Bluetooth. Fixed-AP networks are best
handled by 802.11 protocols.
An intelligent Bluetooth device can operate in one of three
classes, each with its own power and range specifications. 
DEVICE CLASS AND OPERATING RANGE
Type Power Power Level Operating Rnage
Class 1 Devices High 100 mW (20 dBm) Up to 100 meters (300 feet)
Class 2 Devices Medium 2.5 mW (4 dBm) Up to 10 meters (30 feet)
Class 3 Devices Low 1 mW (0 dBm) 0.1-10 meters (less than 30 feet)
Source: http://www.NIST.gov 
Note: mW is an abbreviation for a milliwatt; dBm is an abbreviation for the dB (decibel) ref-
erenced to one milliwatt. 
Bluetooth is most frequently used as a cable/wire replacement
medium (class 3 device) for: 
• Peripherals, such as printers, headsets, and keyboards or
mice 
• File sharing 
• Synchronization of handheld devices
Bluetooth does not have native support for TCP/IP, so its use as
either a WLAN or WWAN supporting IP applications is not rec-
ommended. Nevertheless, Bluetooth devices can form self-con-
figuring peer-to-peer networks or piconets of up to seven
compatible devices managed by a single Bluetooth master host,
their one big advantage over infrared devices. This allows a Blue-
tooth device to control multiple peripheral devices or create an
ad-hoc network with up to seven other Bluetooth-enabled de-
vices. Piconets get their name from the prefix word pico which
means “very small.” Very small networks are sometimes called
WPANs.
Some common examples of how Bluetooth might be used in de-
vices follows:
• Wireless headset
• Internet bridge
• File transfers
• Data synchronization
• Printing
Microsoft Windows XP (http://www.microsoft.com) supports
Bluetooth technology as a wireless bus, much like it does USB
devices. This means that it is relatively easy to enable and config-
ure Bluetooth devices to connect to Windows XP systems.
802.11
802.11 is a family of specifications for wireless LAN technology
developed by the IEEE. It represents the most widely imple-
mented WLAN standard because of its range and speed charac-
teristics. The original 802.11 specification released in 1997
provided for speeds of 1 to 2 Mbps in the 2.4-GHz band using
FHSS or direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) transmission
protocols.
802.11a provides for increased speeds of up to 54 Mbps by mov-
ing to the 5-GHz frequency band and using a different transmis-
sion encoding scheme called orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing. This specification represents a significant departure
from the original standard; because it operates in a different fre-
quency than the base standard provided for, it requires different
radio sets.
802.11b also provides for increased speeds over the base 802.11
standard up to 11 Mbps. But unlike 802.11a, the 11b specifica-
tion stayed with the 2.4-GHz frequency band and adopted DSSS
as the only encoding transmission protocol. This specification
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also includes provisions that allow the wireless connection to “fall
back” to 5.5, 2, or 1 Mbps as the distance between transceivers
increased and the strength of signal diminished. This specifica-
tion was also the catalyst for a wireless networking functionality
that is comparable to that of a wired Ethernet. Note that the 10-
Mbps speed for desktops was common, while 100 Mbps was just
starting to become cost-effective for desktops in the year 2000).
802.11b is also referred to as 802.11 high rate or Wi-Fi.
The 802.11b standard is used by most public hotspots, such as
those in airport lounges, coffeeshops, bookstores, and hotels, and
has been implemented as the 1G wireless deployment by most
enterprises. Consequently, it is almost a necessity to purchase a
wireless adapter that supports this standard.
802.11g is an extension of the 802.11 standard that provides for
up to 54 Mbps of speed in the 2.4-GHz band in native mode.
802.11g also has a compatibility mode for 802.11b devices that
normally operate at 11 Mbps. The good news is the bad news.
The good news is that it is possible to connect both b and g net-
works with a single adapter. The bad news is that g adapters will
drop down to the slower 11-Mbps speed in a mixed environment
(in which the wireless network has both b and g devices). Accord-
ingly, it is important to understand the benefits of having a G/B
compatible adapter. Just as important is to know that, inside the
enterprise, mixed networks should be avoided whenever possible
because the benefits of increased speed in the g environment are
best realized when all devices are operating in native g mode. The
11g specification provides a much-needed migration option to
enterprises that need more speed on certain devices without con-
verting their entire wireless infrastructure at once.
802.11b/g networks have maximum recommended ranges up to
300 feet, but since quality and, therefore, speed decrease as the
distance increases, the useful range is more typically 150 feet or
less if indoors for 2.4-GHz based networks, and up to 75 feet for
5-GHz 802.11a networks.
802.11 networks operating in the 2.4-GHz range are known for
having problems with interference because of the myriad of de-
vices that operate in this frequency range. These devices include
cordless telephones in your home or office, microwave ovens, and
other wireless standards such as Bluetooth. But it should not be
assumed that 802.11b technology cannot be implemented in a
home or business that also has a microwave or cordless phones
because each device is unique. No noticeable interference should
result, provided the AP is not directly on top of the microwave,
and there are not a lot of older cordless phones.
802.11a networks operating in the 5-GHz range are much less
susceptible to interference because of the shorter wavelength of
this range, and also because there are relatively few devices oper-
ating in that frequency range. However, 11a networks have a sig-
nificantly shorter effective range and require more infrastructure
access points to provide effective coverage of the same space cov-
ered by 802.11b/g APs.
For more information, see Appendix C, “802.11 Wireless Fre-
quency, Speed, and Distance.”
Peer-to-Peer Versus Infrastructure Networks
The 802.11 wireless standards provide for peer (an ad-hoc mode)
networks as well as infrastructure networks (an AP mode). Infra-
structure networks typically are extensions of wired networks that
include wireless devices. However, 802.11 networks do not re-
quire the existence of a wired network. A complete wireless net-
work can be constructed using an 802.11 specification with all
devices (workstations and servers) connecting to the infrastruc-
ture AP via wireless radio connection. Nevertheless, putting pro-
duction servers on wireless network segments is not
recommended because they do not offer the bandwidth of high-
speed Ethernet networks.
The Wi-Fi Alliance (formerly WECA, http://www.wi-fi.org) is
the global Wi-Fi organization that was formed in 1999 to certify
the interoperability of IEEE 802.11 products and to promote
them as the global, WLAN standard across all market segments.
The Wi-Fi Alliance has instituted a test suite that defines how
member products are tested to certify that they are interoperable
with other Wi-Fi CERTIFIED products. These tests are con-
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ducted at an independent laboratory. Thanks to the Wi-Fi Al-
liance, it is unnecessary to read the fine print or study technical
manuals. Users need only look for the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED logo
and color-coded Standard Indicator Icons to match interoperable
products.
Wireless Cellular Standards 
CDMA
CDMA2000 1xRTT
One of the most versatile and cost-effective wireless technologies
is code division multiple access (CDMA). Verizon is the primary
CDMA network operator in the United States; for more than
two years, it has provided wireless access to its high-speed data
network with 1xRTT compatible phones and network adapters
such as the Sierra Wireless AirCard. CDMA2000 1xRTT uses a
1.25-MHz CDMA channel to provide data up to 153 Kbps
(three times faster than the best 56K dial-up connection).
Throughput will vary according to location, but users typically
experience around 90 to 120 Kbps if located relatively close to a
broadcast tower, and 40 to 60 Kbps if located where signal qual-
ity is not ideal due to distance from the tower, or because of
construction and building materials. Today, high-quality, cellu-
lar-based network connections provide acceptable speed and reli-
ability in terms of supporting VPN access to home or business
WLANs. Moreover, with 3G speed and service improvements al-
ready being implemented, cellular wireless providers are well po-
sitioned to provide connectivity to the WLAN for the mobile
worker.
CDMA 1xEV-DO (1X EVolution, Data-Only)
EV-DO is the final step in the CDMA migration to 3G technol-
ogy. 1xEv-DO is designed to support voice, mixed voice/data,
dedicated data, and real-time services on a single carrier. EV-DO
is capable of providing a peak data rate of 2.4 Mbps with average
throughput of 600 Kbps, providing three times the speed of ex-
isting CDMA2000 1XRTT networks. The first commercial ser-
vice began in January 2002 and, as of the publication date of this
Guide, there are approximately eight million users of the technol-
ogy worldwide. In the United States, Verizon Wireless has already
started to deploy 1xEV-DO nationwide, following successful de-
ployments in San Diego and Washington, D.C., in October
2003. 
EV-DO is optimized for bursts of high-speed traffic. EV-DO is
designed to bring personal broadband to a variety of wireless de-
vices and enabled PCs. In fact, Qualcomm (the pioneer of
CDMA technology) demonstrated in Atlanta during March
2004 that EV-DO will support even higher maximum data
speeds up to 3.1 Mbps. EV-DO is expected to be reliable and ro-
bust enough to handle multimedia, streaming video, and a host
of other high-demand, low-latency applications.
The Other Networks
But wait! There must be more—what about all the other carriers?
The simple truth is that although the other carriers offer Internet
access capabilities of varying degrees, they are not yet fully 3G
compliant, unlike Verizon. To learn in more detail about the dif-
ferent networks, and understand more about the process of im-
plementing a fully 3G compatible solution, please read Appendix
D, “Other Communication Standards.” To learn more about 3G
and how it differs from the 1G and 2G mobile technology, please
read Appendix E, “The Generations of Mobile Technology.”
Satellite
Satellite-based Internet access services are viable alternatives only
if DSL, cable, or other WWANs are unavailable. Today’s satellite
technology provides up to twice the upload speed of a good qual-
ity dial-up modem connection, and maybe five to eight times the
download speed of dial-up modem connections. Telephone lines
are freed up, and service is available anywhere in the continental
United States where there is an unobstructed line of sight view of
the southern sky. Still, it is necessary to put things into perspec-
tive. DSL or cable Internet access is typically 20 or more times
faster for uploads and 50 or more times faster for downloads than
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satellite systems at a price that is typically less than half of satellite
offerings. A typical residential or small-business satellite package
costs between $50 and $100 and will provide upload speed simi-
lar to dial-up connections, downloads up to between 250 and
400 Kbps, and access to post office protocol (POP) mail servers
and the World Wide Web. At these speeds, VPNs are not sup-
ported and static IPs are typically not available. 
A number of vendors are beginning to market business-class ser-
vice plans, which offer up to 1.5-Mbps download and 128-Kbps
upload for a monthly cost of $150. These plans typically have
equipment and installation charges in excess of $1,500. Thus, it
is possible to establish an enterprise link via a satellite network,
but customers must be prepared to pay for it. Speeds up to 2-
Mbps download and 256-Kbps upload were available for $1,400
per month or more at the time this Guide was written. Equip-
ment and installation charges for an enterprise network capable
of supporting 40 connected workstations, but only 12 concurrent
users, will cost nearly $5,000. The source of this information is
http://www.skycasters.com/broadband-satellite-compare/com-
pare.html.
One common disadvantage of satellite systems is latency. Latency
is a delay caused by the distance the signal must travel to the
satellite and back to earth. Combined with the relatively slow up-
load speeds, this latency makes real-time applications cumber-
some. The two-way exchange of data that must occur when
encrypted data are sent between client and server also makes a
VPN connection to an office network problematic. Therefore, al-
though it is possible to use a satellite system for work-at-home
applications, it is not recommended. 
Wireless Network Security
The security risks in a wired world continue to exist in a wireless
environment. However, going wireless significantly increases se-
curity risks. The advantage of wireless is that any device within
300 feet can be connected, which is also a danger if a device
within a wireless perimeter is not authorized to access the wireless
network. The sections that follow describe some, but not all of
the risks of using wireless networks. These risks apply to most of
the wireless standards and network types discussed in this Guide.
Unauthorized Access
In a wired network, the risk that an unauthorized person could
gain access to a network is mitigated by physical security controls.
Examples of such physical access controls include locating wiring
closets in nonpublic, secure locations; restricting access by unau-
thorized persons from areas of the building where active network
ports exist; and disabling network ports except on a specific as-
needed basis in public areas. Although these controls are generally
considered quite effective for wired networks, they may not be ef-
fective for a wireless network. Locating wireless APs in a locked
closet is good practice to prevent theft of or tampering with the
device itself, but, because of the nature of the wireless medium,
the network signals may be broadcast beyond the physical loca-
tion of your home or business. If you are in a multitenant office
building, how do you prevent people you cannot see from receiv-
ing the radio transmissions that are going into their suite? Like-
wise, how do you restrict access from your neighbor, someone
across the street in a high-rise building, or someone just driving
down the street from accessing your network? There is no single
answer on how to prevent unauthorized access to your wireless
networks; however, some tips and suggested practices are pro-
vided in the following discussion of different types of wireless
networks.
Data Transmissions Easily Intercepted
As discussed above, the risk that wireless data could be broadcast
to unintended users is significant in a wireless network. There-
fore, additional precautions may be necessary to protect the con-
fidentiality and integrity of data. The practice of encrypting data
to prevent an unauthorized user from seeing or being able to
change data is a desirable practice in most wired enterprise net-
works, but it is absolutely necessary in a wireless network to pro-
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tect the confidentiality and integrity of the data being transmit-
ted wirelessly. 
Denial of Service Attacks
Denial of service (DoS) attacks against a wireless network AP is a
risk that you should understand. Most DoS attacks involve hack-
ers calling upon hundreds or thousands of compromised PCs to
attempt to connect to a target mail or Web server at a specific
date and time. Because of Internet protocols, the default response
for each hacker inquiry is to send an acknowledgment. If a target
computer receives hundreds or thousands of requests that require
an acknowledgment in a short period of time, the target ma-
chine’s processing capability is overloaded, thus preventing other
legitimate users from logging in. In the wireless world, you are
not likely to have hundreds or thousands of wireless hackers try-
ing to attack your AP because the attackers need to be within 300
feet of the AP to attempt a connection. But, the wireless AP is
vulnerable to DoS attacks initiated from wireless devices within
the enterprise and from other “wired users” attacking unpro-
tected WLAN facing ports. 
Unauthorized Access Points
One of the reasons why wireless networking has been so widely
adopted is that it is so easy to install. Anyone can create a quick
wireless network simply by plugging an AP in to an available net-
work port. The devices are very low cost (some under $50) and
their default configurations right out of the box will self-config-
ure a working wireless network. Moreover, if you have an 802.11
wireless-enabled device in range, your computer will likely auto-
matically establish a connection with the AP, all without user in-
tervention. Not only is it easy to set up, but unless your network
administrators have enabled some advanced security features on
the WLAN, they may not even be able to detect that an unse-
cured wireless network has just been directly connected to the en-
terprise network. Because wireless components are so
inexpensive, many employees have wireless networks at home.
This gives them great confidence that they can plug in an AP to
the enterprise network port and move their computer from their
desk into the nearby conference room. Employees rationalize that
“being wireless enhances productivity,” without realizing that
they have instantly created a significant breach in the security of
the enterprise network.
Loss or Theft of Wireless Devices
Whenever computing resources are distributed throughout an or-
ganization, often in distant or remote locations, the risk of “los-
ing” computers or having them stolen is very significant. This
risk of loss or theft is compounded for wireless devices, since they
tend to be small and mobile. 
However, we are not just concerned about the device. Wireless
devices provide connections to network resources, and often they
contain confidential enterprise data. Remote and mobile devices
are more likely to have confidential enterprise data than fixed
workstations that are always connected because remote and mo-
bile computers often have to work in both a connected and a dis-
connected mode. When working in a disconnected state, remote
computers need cached (or locally stored) data. The best example
is a laptop computer used by a field marketing representative or
an executive air traveler. If in the office and connected directly to
the enterprise network, the employee may directly access shared
files on a server or access a centralized mail server. However, be-
cause of the design of remote and mobile applications, large
amounts of data may be downloaded to the laptop. If the em-
ployee is on a cross-county flight or in client facilities where ac-
cess to the files back at the office is not possible, he or she will
have the data stored on the local machine that allows him or her
to be productive. This capability is the essence of the break-
through vision of applications like Lotus Notes, whereby devel-
opers wanted users not connected to enterprise networks to be
able to do everything they could when they were connected! In-
deed, Microsoft’s Outlook also works this way; server-based files
are replicated and synchronized on the portable computer so that
the user can read messages and attachments when disconnected. 
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Securing Your Wireless Network 
Securing an 802.11 WLAN
Security practices and controls implemented in a WLAN are in
addition to any controls you implement on the wired local area
network (LAN) to which the wireless network is attached. All the
steps presented below only pertain to securing the connection be-
tween the wireless AP and the wireless device (802.11 Security). 
Figure 6: 802.11 Security
You can implement every one of the following best practices, but
if the wired network to which you are connecting to or through
(including the Internet) is not secure, you may not have signifi-
cantly reduced your risk. Security on an entire network is only as
good as the security of its weakest node. Here are some suggested
practices to secure your WLAN:
1. Place the APs in a secure location. Most wireless APs have
manual buttons on the rear of the device that, if pushed,
will erase all your settings and restore factory defaults,
which puts the device in an unsecured mode.
2. Change the default passwords. Most wireless access points
have a Web-based management console that is used to con-
figure and manage the device. This management console is
accessed with the default user credentials. Most APs also
provide for remote administration such that if this feature
is enabled, the default passwords could let an unauthorized
user in to the management console from outside the wire-
less network. Use recognized “hard” usernames and pass-
words that include eight alphanumeric characters and
avoid any word or phrase that can be looked up in a dic-
tionary.
3. Enable encryption on the wireless network segments. Most
newer APs have multiple wireless networks representing
the 802.11a/b/g standards. Make sure you configure en-
cryption on every wireless network (a, b, and g) that is en-
abled. Choose the strongest encryption available. This is
usually determined by the key length. A 152-bit or 32-hex
digits key was a strong key as of the publication of this
Guide. A more detailed discussion of wireless encryption is
presented in the section below entitled “Wireless Encryp-
tion Protocols.”
4. Change the service set identification (SSID). The SSID of
an AP is a name given to identify the wireless network. A
SSID is necessary because every wireless device you intend
to communicate with must know the network name or
SSID in order to connect. By default, wireless APs broad-
cast this name, so wireless-enabled devices can see an avail-
able network and attempt to connect to it. SSIDs should
be meaningful to the network administrator, but they do
not necessarily need to give any information about the lo-
cation or owner of the device. For example, if you are in a
high-density multitenant office complex, you probably
don’t want to assign the name CPA1-Tax-dept. An SSID,
such as 3-44-002, whose numbers mean something to you,
but not to an outsider, is a less inviting SSID to broadcast.
5. Disable the SSID broadcast feature. For wireless devices to
find and connect to available wireless networks, the SSID
or network name is broadcast at a predetermined interval.
This is necessary and desirable if you want wireless-enabled
devices to be able to scan and look for available networks,
and find yours. Clearly, wireless APs (or hotspots) in pub-
lic places need to broadcast their SSIDs so customers or
patrons can find and connect to the networks. By disabling
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an SSID broadcast, users can still scan for and find a wire-
less network if they know the SSID name, and also find
the in-range boundaries. This provides a significant im-
provement in network security.
6. Maximize the SSID beacon interval. If it is undesirable or
you cannot disable the SSID broadcast on your device,
then change the beacon interval so that it broadcasts only
once every 67 seconds. This is only a marginal security im-
provement, but it does force those who are scanning for
available networks to work harder to find it.
7. Block WLAN requests. Many APs also contain routers
which are the connecting device between more than one
network. In this case, your device has the ability to prevent
your wireless network from being “pinged” or detected by
other Internet users. Blocking requests from the WLAN
port on your AP also increases your security level by hiding
network ports that are available on your network.
8. Enable wireless media access control (MAC) filtering. If
you need even more security and your users are known to
you and they don’t frequently change devices that are con-
necting to the wireless network, consider implementing
MAC filtering. Every device capable of connecting to a
network has a unique MAC number assigned by the man-
ufacturer. By querying the device, LAN administrators can
derive the unique MAC address of every authorized device
they want to connect to the wireless network, and only
those specific devices will be able to establish a connection
to the network. 
9. Many APs can be configured as dynamic host control pro-
tocol (DHCP) servers to dynamically assign IP addresses
and other relevant information about network resources to
wireless-connected devices. If DHCP is configured, set the
maximum number of DHCP users to just above the maxi-
mum number of authorized users so that if more than the
anticipated number of users attempt to connect to the
wireless network, access will be denied and the administra-
tor can figure out who is taking up all the allocated IP ad-
dresses.
10. Periodically change login credentials (usernames and pass-
words) and encryption keys.
11. Segregate the wireless network from the wired network by
placing access points in a virtual local area network
(VLAN) or in a firewall demilitarized zone (DMZ).
12. Locate APs towards the center of buildings to limit unin-
tended access beyond the property boundaries.
13. Limit AP transmit power to the lowest setting possible that
provides an acceptable signal strength at the edge of the
building.
14. Turn off wireless APs during off-hours (i.e., at end of busi-
ness day).
By following these 14 practices, you can assure that your wireless
network components are reasonably secure from all but the most
sophisticated and highly trained attackers. Those practices re-
quire understanding and a measure of technical skill and experi-
ence. There are a growing number of software applications that
make configuring, installing, and managing secure wireless net-
works easier. One example is LucidLink (http://www.
lucidlink.com). This product provides a click-and-point method
for implementing your multinode wireless networks. Never relax
and assume that the network and connected wireless devices are
secure because your wireless components are secure. Wireless se-
curity is just that—security over the wireless components of your
network.
Wireless Encryption Protocols
The encryption of wireless traffic is one of the most talked-about
wireless security features, but, as the previous section illustrates,
encryption is just one layer of a comprehensive security plan.
There are three frequently discussed protocols for securing net-
works. Interestingly, one of them (VPN tunneling) is not a
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unique approach for WLANs. Below, each of the three common
encryption methods will be discussed along with their known
strengths and weaknesses.
Wired Equivalent Privacy
Wired equivalent privacy (WEP) is the original encryption proto-
col for wireless networks that has been incorporated into IEEE
802.11a/b/g wireless systems by nearly all manufacturers. Most
manufactures still ship their products with WEP disabled so it
must be enabled to provide encryption of the wireless traffic.
Enabling WEP is simple and can be done from the administrator
interface that is typically accessed via a browser. Simply select
“enable” and edit your WEP settings. 
Figure 7: Enabling WEP in Wireless Networks
WEP keys can be generated by the AP by entering a pass phrase.
The higher the number of bits (128 in this example), the harder
it is to hack the key.
Figure 8: Generating WEP Keys
After WEP keys have been configured on the AP, the same keys
must be entered into every wireless device that is to be connected
to this AP. 
WEP is very effective at keeping out the casual snooper, but un-
fortunately, the WEP protocol suffers from several critical weak-
nesses that limit its effectiveness: 
1. Because WEP uses a single encryption key for the entire
network, security professionals generally agree that the
WEP protocol is cryptographically insecure and easily
compromised by determined hackers. 
2. WEP provides only device authentication, not user au-
thentication.
3. WEP encryption process is weak because it is based on pre-
defined keys that follow a prescribed pattern, making it
possible to crack.
4. No key management is included in the protocol.
5. WEP may not be used as the sole encryption technology
by financial institutions or government entities required to
use Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2
to protect government data.
Today, it still requires a lot of time and massive computing re-
sources to crack a 128-bit key, but in time, techniques and more
powerful processors will render WEP useless as an encryption
strategy. 
Virtual Private Networks
The use of VPNs to encrypt network traffic is common among
remote or mobile users who access a corporate network from out-
side the enterprise network, typically over the Internet. Recently,
VPNs have even been used inside the enterprise because VPNs
encrypt and protect the data from the originating workstation all
the way to the VPN gateway, which is securely located behind en-
terprise firewalls. It is only natural to use VPNs to augment the
security of WLANs. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly com-
mon to use VPN technology in conjunction with WEP to secure
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wireless traffic. The best-practice implementation of a Wi-Fi-tol-
erant VPN solution is to place an Internet protocol security
(IPSEC) VPN gateway between the wireless AP and the enter-
prise LAN. Configure the VPN gateway to accept only IPSEC
traffic. Then, install the IPSEC VPN solution on the wireless
workstations that are to be able to access the corporate network.
This guarantees that a VPN tunnel will have to be established be-
fore a user can access the network over the wireless AP, and that
an IPSEC tunnel will always be present for the duration of the
session.
Figure 9: Securing a Wireless Network Using a VPN
Wi-Fi Protected Access
Wi-Fi protected access (WPA) is an early release of the new IEEE
802.11i standard that fixes a number of problems in the original
802.11 encryption scheme or WEP. But although WPA is an im-
provement, its critics are quick to point out that WPA still uses a
stream cipher to encrypt wireless traffic, instead of the more pow-
erful block ciphers that are found in robust encryption algo-
rithms such as the triple data encryption standard (DES). WPA
can be implemented in two different modes. The enterprise mode
involves a significant investment in additional infrastructure such
as remote authentication dial-in user service (RADIUS) authenti-
cation servers and secure digital certifications. When used in this
mode, WPA provides strong encryption by use of a per-session,
per-user encryption key. Each time a workstation attempts to
connect, a new session key is generated based upon RADIUS au-
thentication servers used in conjunction with the MAC address
of the workstation and relevant AP.
However, most WPA implementations are configured based on a
simpler system that uses preshared keys (PSK). PSK uses a pass-
word that everyone who needs to connect to the network must
know. The problem with PSK is that unless the password is long
and strong, an offline dictionary attack can produce the password
after a few packets are sniffed from the network at the point an
authorized user logs in. This weakness can be overcome simply by
enforcing long and strong WPA passwords. 
Securing a Bluetooth WPAN
Security in WPANs is often overlooked and ignored. However,
the risks of being compromised by an established WPAN link can
be just as significant as being compromised on an 802.11 link.
The figure below depicts the three security modes in Bluetooth
devices.
Figure 10: Bluetooth Security Modes
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Best practices for securing Bluetooth devices are:
• Make sure the wireless network is fully understood. Does
any Bluetooth device in the personal network have access
to other networks?
• Change the default settings of the Bluetooth device. 
• Set Bluetooth devices to the lowest necessary power level to
provide sufficient connection within the secure range of
your devices.
• Avoid weak personal identification number (PIN) codes.
• Make sure no Bluetooth device is defaulting to the zero
PIN.
• Configure Bluetooth devices to delete PINs after initializa-
tion and require the entering of a PIN each time a device
accesses the Bluetooth network.
• Always select link encryption for all Bluetooth connections
even if the data does not seem to need protection. Do not
use Security Mode 1.
• Inspect the area around the Bluetooth, and secure the
perimeter. Make sure that no other Bluetooth device can
be placed within the range of the device and establish an
unintended ad-hoc connection.
• Make sure that Bluetooth devices are turned off when not
in use.
• Periodically search for Bluetooth compatible devices
within range (using the Bluetooth application utilities).
• Require passwords on all remote devices with Bluetooth
interfaces to prevent unauthorized access to the systems if
the device is lost or stolen.
• Understand the capabilities of every Bluetooth-enabled de-
vice that connects to the Bluetooth-enabled computer to
ensure that no other unauthorized networks are being ac-
cessed by Bluetooth-connected devices.
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Appendix A
Glossary 
1 x Radio Transmission Technology (1XRTT) is the next evolu-
tionary step in wireless communication technology. On a 1X net-
work, data are digital packet-switched, or divided into packets.
This means that the connection to the network is always on,
there is no need for a dial-up connection, and it is always fast
(five times the speed of today’s wireless data transmission rate).
802.11. is a family of specifications developed by working group
11 of the IEEE for WLAN technology. The term is also used to
refer to the original 802.11, which is now sometimes called the
802.11 legacy.
802.15. refers to a communications specification that was ap-
proved in early 2002 by the IEEE for WPANs. The initial ver-
sion, 802.15.1, was adapted from the Bluetooth specification and
is fully compatible with Bluetooth 1.1.
Access point (AP) is a device that “connects” wireless communica-
tion devices together to create a wireless network.
Ad-Hoc Mode is an 802.11 networking framework in which de-
vices or stations communicate directly with each other, without
the use of an AP. Ad-hoc mode is also referred to as peer-to-peer
mode or an independent basic service set (IBSS). Ad-hoc mode is
useful for establishing a network in which either wireless infra-
structure does not exist or services are not required. 
Source: Definition of ad-hoc mode, 2005, retrieved April 27, 2005, from
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/A/ad_hoc_mode.html. 
Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) is a standard system for
analog signal cellular telephone service in the United States and is
also used in other countries. It is based on the initial electromag-
netic radiation spectrum allocation for cellular service by the
FCC in 1970. Introduced by AT&T in 1983, AMPS became and
currently still is the most widely deployed cellular system in the
United States.
AirCard® is a PC card made by Sierra Wireless that allows data
services over a cellular phone infrastructure.
Analog is a signal in which a base carrier’s AC frequency is modi-
fied in some way, such as by amplifying the strength of the signal
or varying the frequency, in order to add information to the sig-
nal. Broadcast and telephone transmission have conventionally
used analog technology.
BlackBerry is a handheld device made by RIM that is marketed
primarily for its wireless e-mail-handling capability. Through
partners, BlackBerry also provides access to other Internet ser-
vices. It is used as a PDA that can include software for maintain-
ing a built-in address book and personal schedule. In addition, it
can also be configured for use as a pager.
Bluetooth is an industrial specification for WPANs. Bluetooth
provides a way to connect and exchange information between de-
vices like PDAs, mobile phones, laptops, PCs, printers, and digi-
tal cameras via a secure, low-cost, globally available short-range
radio frequency. Bluetooth lets these devices talk to each other
when they come in range, even if they are not in the same room,
as long as they are within 32 feet of each other.
Broadband Access is a high data-transmission rate Internet con-
nection. DSL and cable modem, both popular consumer broad-
band technologies, are typically capable of transmitting 512
Kbits per second or more, approximately nine times the speed of
a modem using a standard digital telephone line.
Category 5 cable (Cat 5) is an unshielded twisted-pair type cable
designed for high signal integrity. It is most commonly known for
its Ethernet capability of 100 Mbit/s. Cat 5 cable typically has
three twists per inch of each twisted pair of 24-gauge copper
wires within the cable. It is often used in structured cabling for
computer networks such as fast Ethernet, although it is often
used to carry many other signals such as basic voice services,
token ring, and ATM.
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Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD) is a technique used for
transmitting small chunks of data, commonly referred to as pack-
ets, over the cellular network in a reliable manner. It allows users
to send and receive data from anywhere in the cellular coverage
area at any time, quickly and efficiently. CDPD technology pro-
vides extensive, high-speed, high-capacity, cost-effective data ser-
vices to mobile users. With this technology, both voice and data
can be transmitted over existing cellular channels.
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a wideband spread
spectrum technique used in digital cellular, personal communica-
tions services, and other wireless networks. CDMA is a form of
multiplexing, which allows numerous signals to occupy a single
transmission channel, optimizing the use of available bandwidth.
The technology is used in UHF cellular telephone systems in the
800-MHz and 1.9-GHz bands. 
Data Encryption Standard (DES) is a NIST standard secret key
cryptography method that uses a 56-bit key encryption. DES is
based on an IBM algorithm, which was further developed by the
U.S. National Security Agency. It uses the block cipher method,
which breaks the text into 64-bit blocks before encrypting them.
There are several DES encryption modes. DES decryption is very
fast and widely used. The secret key may be kept completely se-
cret and reused again, or a key can be randomly generated for
each session, in which case, the new key is transmitted to the re-
cipient using a public key cryptography method such as RSA. 
Source: http://nist.gov.
Demilitarized zone (DMZ) is a computer host or small network
inserted as a “neutral zone” between a company’s private network
and the outside public network. It prevents outside users from
getting direct access to a server that has company data. (DMZ was
originally a military term used to describe the geographic buffer
zones set up between North Korea and South Korea in the early
1950s, and, later, between North and South Vietnam.) A DMZ
is an optional and more secure approach to a firewall and effec-
tively acts as a proxy server as well.
Denial of Service (DoS) is an attack on a service network that is
an explicit attempt by attackers to prevent legitimate users from
using the service. Examples include “flooding” a network, thereby
preventing legitimate network traffic; disrupting connections be-
tween two machines, thereby preventing access to a service; pre-
venting a particular individual from accessing a service; and
disrupting service to a specific system or person.
Source: http://www.cert.org/tech_tips/denial_of_service.html#1.
Digital is an electronic technology that generates, stores, and
processes data in terms of positive and nonpositive states. Prior to
digital technology, electronic transmission was limited to analog
technology, which conveys data as electronic signals of varying
frequency or amplitude that are added to carrier waves of a given
frequency. Digital technology is primarily used with such media
as satellite and fiber-optic transmission. A modem is used to con-
vert the digital information in a computer to analog signals for a
phone line and to convert analog phone signals to digital infor-
mation for a computer.
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) is a modem technology that uses
existing twisted-pair telephone lines to transport high-bandwidth
data, such as multimedia and video, to service subscribers.
Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) is one of two types of
spread spectrum radio, the other being FHSS. DSSS is a trans-
mission technology used in WLAN transmissions in which a data
signal at the sending station is combined with a higher data rate
bit sequence, or chipping code, that divides the user data accord-
ing to a spreading ratio. The chipping code is a redundant bit
pattern for each bit that is transmitted, which increases the sig-
nal’s resistance to interference. If one or more bits in the pattern
are damaged during transmission, the original data can be recov-
ered due to the redundancy of the transmission. 
Source: Definition of direct sequence spread spectrum, 2005 retrieved May 5, 2005, from
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/D/DSSS.html.
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Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is the protocol
used to assign IP addresses to all nodes on the network. 
Source: http://nist.gov
Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE) is a technol-
ogy that gives GSM the capacity to handle services for 3G mobile
telephony. EDGE provides three times the data capacity of
GPRS. Using EDGE, operators can handle three times more sub-
scribers than GPRS; triple their data rate per subscriber, or add
extra capacity to their voice communications. EDGE uses the
same TDMA frame structure, logic channel, and 200-kHz carrier
bandwidth as today’s GSM networks, which allows existing cell
plans to remain intact. 
Source: http://www.ericsson.com/technology/tech_articles/EDGE.shtml. 
EVolution, Data-Only (EV-DO) is a wireless radio broadband
data protocol being adopted by many CDMA mobile phone
providers in Japan, Korea, Israel, the United States, and Canada,
as part of the CDMA2000 standard. EV-DO is significantly
faster than 1xRTT networks, allowing clients download speeds of
up to 2.4 Mbit/s. Only phones that are enabled for EV-DO can
take advantage of the higher speeds.
Extremely High Frequency (EHF) is the highest radio frequency
band. EHF runs the range of frequencies from 30 to 300 GHz.
Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2 is a stan-
dard that describes U.S. federal government requirements that IT
products should meet for sensitive, but unclassified (SBU) use.
The standard was published by the NIST, has been adopted by
the Canadian Communication Security Establishment (CSE),
and is likely to be adopted by the financial community through
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 
Frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) is one of two types of
spread spectrum radio, the other being DSSS. FHSS is a trans-
mission technology used in WLAN transmissions in which the
data signal is modulated with a narrowband carrier signal that
“hops” in a random but predictable sequence from frequency to
frequency as a function of time over a wide band of frequencies.
The signal energy is spread in time domain rather than chopping
each bit into small pieces in the frequency domain. This tech-
nique reduces interference because a signal from a narrowband
system will only affect the spread spectrum signal if both are
transmitting at the same frequency at the same time. If synchro-
nized properly, a single logical channel is maintained. 
Source: Definition of frequency hopping spread spectrum, 2005 retrieved May 5, 2005,
from http://isp.webopedia.com/TERM/F/FHSS.html. 
Gateway mode is the most prevalent mode of all entry level
Cable/DSL routers, and APs. In this mode the hardware acts as a
wireless hub connecting to wireless clients that are installed on
network computers.
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a 2.5-generation tech-
nology (being implemented in GSM networks) that may offer
wireless data access speeds of up to 144 Kbits/s in end-user de-
vices.
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is an interna-
tional standard for cellular networks; used mainly in Europe and
Asia.
Hotspot is a place with a high-speed Internet connection and
wireless connectivity provided by one or more active wireless APs.
There are two basic kinds of hotspots, public and private. The
number of public hotspots is growing rapidly, allowing wireless
connectivity in many airports, hotels, college campuses, public
areas, coffeeshops, and restaurants. Public hotspots can be free or
pay-for-use (also known as commercial hotspots). 
Infrared (IR) is an invisible band of radiation at the lower end of
the electromagnetic spectrum. It starts at the middle of the mi-
crowave spectrum and extends to the beginning of visible light.
Infrared transmission requires an unobstructed line of sight be-
tween transmitter and receiver. It is used for wireless transmission
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between computer devices, as well as for most handheld remotes
for TVs, video, and stereo equipment. 
Source: http://nist.gov 
Infrared Data Association (IrDA) is a nonprofit organization
whose goal is to develop globally adopted specifications for in-
frared wireless communication.
Infrastructure Mode is an 802.11 networking framework in
which devices communicate with each other by first going
through an AP. In infrastructure mode, wireless devices can com-
municate with each other or can communicate with a wired net-
work. 
Source: Definition of infrastructure mode, 2005 retrieved April 27, 2005, from
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/I/infrastructure_mode.html. 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is a
worldwide professional association for electrical and electronics
engineers that sets standards for telecommunications and com-
puting applications. 
Source: http://nist.gov
Internet Protocol (IP) is the basic Internet transport mechanism.
IPs are the world’s most popular open-system (nonproprietary)
protocol suite because they can be used to communicate across
any set of interconnected networks and are equally well suited for
WLAN and WWAN communications.
Internet Service Provider (ISP) is an organization that provides
network connectivity for client computers.
IP security (IPSEC) is designed to provide end systems with a
method of authenticating one another and to protect data in
transit from eavesdropping and attacks. IPSec has the goal of pro-
viding security services at the IP layer in the Internet protocol
stack. IPSec relies on cryptography to protect communications in
a variety of environments, including communication links be-
tween computers on private networks, links between corporate
sites, and links between dial-up users and corporate LANs. 
Local Area Network (LAN) is a network that connects computers
in close proximity via cable, usually in the same building. 
Source: http://nist.gov
Media access control (MAC) is a technology that provides unique
identification and access control for computers on an IP network.
In wireless networking, MAC is the radio control protocol on the
wireless network adapter. MAC works at the lower sublayer of the
data link layer (Layer 2) of the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) model.
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) is a data network designed
for a town or city.
Microwave is an electromagnetic wave with a wavelength longer
than that of infrared light, but shorter than those of a radio wave.
Microwave signals broadcast in straight lines and are affected very
little by the troposphere (the lowermost portion of the earth’s at-
mosphere). They are not refracted or reflected by ionized regions
in the upper atmosphere. The microwave band is well suited for
wireless transmission of signals having large bandwidth. 
Palm is the tradename for a popular PDA, a handheld device that
is also known as a palmtop computer. The Palm is about the same
size as a stenographer’s tablet. Data appears on a liquid crystal dis-
play (LCD) screen. One of the outstanding features of the Palm is
its basic method of data entry, namely, a writing device, called a
stylus that can be pointed at icons on the display to select items
for entry. 
Palm O/S is an operating system made by PalmSource, Inc., for
PDAs manufactured by various licensees. The popularity of Palm
O/S has given rise to a huge community of users, enterprises, de-
velopers, manufacturers, wireless operators, and infrastructure
and middleware providers, who together make up the Palm
Economy.
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) is an interconnection
system between a microprocessor and attached devices in which
expansion slots are spaced closely for high-speed operation. Using
PCI, a computer can support both new PCI cards while continu-
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ing to support Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) expansion
cards, an older standard.
Personal Computer Memory Card International Association
(PCMCIA) is an industry standards group founded in 1989 to es-
tablish standards for a credit card-sized memory or I/O device
that would fit into a personal computer, usually a notebook or
laptop computer. The initial standard and its subsequent releases
describe a standard product, the PC Card, and assures users of
standard attachments for any peripheral device that follows the
standard.
Personal Area Network (PAN) is the interconnection of devices
within the range of an individual person, typically within a range
of 32 feet. For example, a person traveling with a laptop, a PDA,
and a portable printer could interconnect them without having
to plug anything in, using some form of wireless technology. 
Personal Communications Service (PCS) is the name given to a
number of wireless technologies and services that typically oper-
ate in the 2-GHz range. The FCC has allocated 140 MHz of
space between 1850 MHz and 1990 MHz for broadband PCS
and 3 MHz in the 900-MHz range for narrowband PCS. 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) is a handheld computer that
serves as an organizer for personal information. It generally in-
cludes at least a name-and-address database, a to-do list, and a
note taker. PDAs are pen-based and use a stylus to tap selections
on menus and to enter printed characters. The unit may also in-
clude a small on-screen keyboard that is tapped with the pen.
Data is synchronized between a user’s PDA and desktop com-
puter by cable or wireless transmission. 
Source: http://nist.gov
Piconet is a network of computing devices using Bluetooth tech-
nology protocols to allow one master device to interconnect with
up to seven slave devices.
Pocket PC is a handheld device that enables you to store and re-
trieve e-mail, contacts and appointments; play multimedia files
and games; exchange text messages; browse the Web; and much
more. One can also exchange or synchronize information with a
desktop computer.
Preshared Keys (PSK) is a method to set encryption keys in Wi-Fi
protected access (WPA), a wireless security scheme.
Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) is a
client/server protocol and software that enables remote access
servers to communicate with a central server to authenticate dial-
in users and authorize their access to the requested system or ser-
vice. RADIUS allows a company to maintain user profiles in a
central database that all remote servers can share. It provides bet-
ter security, allowing a company to set up a policy that can be ap-
plied at a single administered network point. Having a central
service also means that it is easier to track usage for billing and for
keeping network statistics. Created by Livingston (now owned by
Lucent), RADIUS is a de facto industry standard used by a num-
ber of network product companies and is a proposed Internet En-
gineering Task Force (IETF) standard. 
Source: http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid14_gci214249,00.html. 
Research in Motion (RIM) is a leading designer, manufacturer,
and marketer of innovative wireless solutions for the worldwide
mobile communications market. It is best known as the devel-
oper of the BlackBerry handheld communication device.
RJ-45 (Registered Jack—Type 45) connector is a physical inter-
face often used for terminating twisted-pair type cables. It has
eight “pins” or electrical connections.
Router mode allows two or more wireless APs to communicate
with each other for the purpose of joining multiple LANs. In
such a configuration, the AP can only communicate with another
AP that is configured as a router. This mode is useful to bridge
two LAN segments that are apart, and it is preferred to connect
them wirelessly. If an AP router is plugged to a switch on the first
LAN and the other AP to a switch on the second LAN, they are
connected.
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Satellite is a specialized wireless receiver or transmitter that is
launched by a rocket and placed in orbit around the earth. There
are hundreds of satellites currently in operation. They are used for
such diverse purposes as weather forecasting, television broadcast,
amateur radio communications, Internet communications, and
the Global Positioning System (GPS).
Secure Digital (SD) is a flash memory device used as storage
media for a portable device, in a form that can easily be removed
for access by a PC. For example, a digital camera would use an
SD card for storing image files. Many computers, both laptops
and desktops, have built-in SD slots.
Secure Digital Input/Output (SDIO) extends the SD standard to
support peripherals. The concept is to take the serial connection
that was used for flash storage and modify it to support peripher-
als. One of the pins is used to notify the system that the SDIO
peripheral has data waiting for it. Devices that support SDIO
(typically PDAs, but occasionally laptops or cell phones) can use
small devices designed for the SD form factor, like GPS receivers,
Wi-Fi or Bluetooth adapters, RFID readers, or digital cameras.
Service Set Identification (SSID) is a 32-character alphanumeric
key uniquely identifying a WLAN. Its purpose is to stop other
wireless equipment from accessing a LAN, whether accidentally
or intentionally. To communicate, wireless devices must be con-
figured with the same SSID. 
Smartphone is any handheld device that integrates personal infor-
mation management and mobile phone capabilities in the same
device. Often, this includes adding phone functions to already
capable PDAs or putting “smart” capabilities, such as PDA func-
tions, into a mobile phone.
Service Set Identifier (SSID) Beacon Interval specifies the dura-
tion between beacon packets. APs broadcast beacons or traffic in-
dication messages (TIMs) in order to synchronize wireless
networks. When a wireless network device sends a beacon, it in-
cludes with it a beacon interval, which specifies the period of
time before it will send the beacon again. The interval tells receiv-
ing devices on the network how long they can wait in low-power
mode before waking up to handle the beacon. Network managers
can adjust the beacon interval, usually measured in milliseconds
(ms) or its equivalent, kilomicroseconds (Kmsec). 
Stream Cipher is a symmetric cipher (an algorithm for perform-
ing encryption) in which the input digits are encrypted one at a
time, and in which the transformation of successive digits varies
during the encryption. An alternative name is a state cipher, as
the encryption of each digit is dependent on the current state. In
practice, the digits are typically single bits or bytes. 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stream_cipher
Super G is a technology from Atheros Communications Inc.
(http://www.atheros.com) that provides speed and throughput of
more than double the standard wireless LAN technologies in net-
working products such as PCs, APs, routers, and PC cards. 
Super High Frequency (SHF) is a radio-frequency band in the
range 3 to 30 GHz. It is used for TV and high-speed data services
requiring large bandwidths. The super-high-frequency and ex-
tremely high frequency bands are commonly used for satellite
communications
Third generation (3G) is a generic name for the mobile telephone
technology that combines high-speed mobile access with IP-
based services. Key features of 3G systems are a high degree of
commonality of design worldwide, compatibility of services, use
of small-pocket terminals with worldwide roaming capability, In-
ternet and other multimedia applications, and a wide range of
services and terminals.
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is a mechanism to allow
multiple users to share the same radio channel by allocating users
specific time slots, thereby increasing the capacity of cellular net-
works. 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is the
suite of communications protocols used to connect hosts on the
Internet. TCP/IP uses several protocols, the two main ones being
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TCP and IP. TCP/IP is used by the Internet, making it the de
facto standard for transmitting data over networks.
Triple DES (3DES) is an enhancement of DES that provides
considerably more security than standard DES, which uses only
one 56-bit key. There are several 3DES methods. EEE3 uses three
keys and encrypts three times. EDE3 uses three keys to encrypt,
decrypt, and encrypt again. EEE2 and EDE2 are similar to EEE3
and EDE3, except that only two keys are used, and the first and
third operations use the same key. 
Source: http://nist.gov
Twisted-pair network cable is a type of cable that consists of two
independently insulated wires twisted around one another. One
wire carries the signal while the other wire is grounded and ab-
sorbs signal interference. Although twisted-pair cable is used by
older telephone networks and is the least expensive type of LAN
cable, most networks contain some twisted-pair cabling at some
point along the network. 
Ultra High Frequency (UHF) is a range of electromagnetic waves
whose frequency is between 300 MHz and 3.0 GHz. UHF and
VHF are the most common frequency bands for television. Mod-
ern mobile phones also transmit and receive within the UHF
spectrum, and UHF is widely used for two-way radio communi-
cation by both public service agencies and the general public. 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) is a serial bus standard for connecting
devices, usually to a computer, but it also is in use on other de-
vices such as set-top boxes, game consoles, and PDAs. The USB
was designed eliminate the need for adding separate expansion
cards into the computer’s ISA or PCI bus, and improve plug-and-
play capabilities by allowing devices to be hot swapped or added
to the system without rebooting the computer. 
Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) is a LAN with a definition
that maps workstations on some other basis than geographic lo-
cation (for example, by department, type of user, or primary ap-
plication). 
Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a means by which certain au-
thorized individuals (such as remote employees) can gain secure
access to an organization’s intranet by means of an extranet (a
part of the internal network that is accessible via the Internet). 
Source: http://nist.gov
Very High Frequency (VHF) is the radio frequency range from 30
MHz to 300 MHz. Common uses for VHF are FM radio broad-
casts at 88 to 108 MHz and television broadcasts (together with
UHF). 
Very Low Frequency (VLF) is the radio frequency range of 3 to 30
kHz. Since there is not much bandwidth in this band of the radio
spectrum, only the very simplest signals are used, such as for
radio navigation. 
Wide Area Network (WAN) is a computer network covering a
wide geographical area, involving a vast array of computers. The
best example of a WAN is the Internet. WANs are used to con-
nect LANs together, so that users and computers in one location
can communicate with users and computers in other locations. 
Wi-Fi Alliance is a global, nonprofit industry association of more
than 200 member companies devoted to promoting the growth
of WLANs. With the aim of enhancing the user experience for
mobile wireless devices, the Wi-Fi Alliance’s testing and certifica-
tion programs ensure the interoperability of WLAN products
based on the IEEE 802.11 specification. 
Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) is a security technology for wire-
less networks. WPA improves on the authentication and encryp-
tion features of WEP. One of the key technologies behind WPA is
the temporal key integrity protocol (TKIP). TKIP addresses the
encryption weaknesses of WEP. Another key component of WPA
is built-in authentication that WEP does not offer. 
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is a security protocol, specified
in the IEEE Wi-Fi standard, 802.11, that is designed to provide a
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WLAN with a level of security and privacy comparable to what is
usually expected of a wired LAN.
Source: http://nist.gov
Wireless adapter is a device that allows a computer to communi-
cate with the network without wires. Wireless laptop adapter
cards are necessary for mobile workers to take advantage of hot
spots and Wi-Fi Internet access in hotels, airports, and train sta-
tions. The adapter can be slid into a notebook’s PC Card slot and
the user can enjoy high-speed wireless network access while re-
taining true mobility.
Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) is a generic term used for any type of
802.11 network, whether 802.11b, 802.11a, dual-band, etc. The
term is promulgated by the Wi-Fi Alliance.
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) creates a network range
that can reach up to 300 feet. One can connect to a WLAN from
an office or public access facilities. In a WLAN, a radio commu-
nications device called an AP connects network computers. The
AP is small and lightweight with an antenna attached to it that
sends data back and forth over the airwaves. 
Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) is a fixed wireless
installation that interconnects buildings or locations in a large
metropolitan network. It uses the broadband wireless standard
(IEEE 802.16a) that allows for broadband wireless access.
WMANs have been deployed by educational and healthcare facil-
ities, local governments, and enterprises with multiple facilities in
a metropolitan area. 
Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) is a network for inter-
connecting devices centered around an individual person’s work
space in which the connections are wireless. Typically, a WPAN
uses some technology that permits communication within a very
short range, typically about 32 feet. With a WPAN, one can con-
nect a system to a printer, sync a PDA, download images from a
digital camera, or transfer MP3 files. 
Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) is a wireless computer
data network that may extend over a large geographical area (i.e.,
up to 20 miles), offering users a way to stay connected while on
the move, away from other network infrastructure. WWANs
transmit data using mobile phone signals, through a mobile
phone service provider, with connection speeds equal to 56K
dial-up.
ZigBee is a low data rate, two-way standard for home automation
and data networks. Real usage examples of ZigBee includes home
automation tasks such as turning lights on, turning up the heat,
setting the home security system, or starting the VCR. With Zig-
Bee, all these tasks can be done from anywhere in the home at the
touch of a button. 
Source: Definition of Zigbee, 2005 retrieved April 27, 2005, from http://www.webo-
pedia.com/TERM/Z/ZigBee.html. 
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Appendix B
Common Wireless Frequencies and
Related Applications
Source: http://www.adec.edu/tag/spectrum.html
Source: http://www.ntia.doc.gov/osmhome/allochrt.html
Bandwidth Frequency Common Devices
Description Range And Applications
Very Low Frequency (VLF) 9-30 kHz
Low Frequency (LF) 30-300 kHz
9-540 kHz Radio Navigation and
maritime/aeronautical
mobile
Medium Frequency (MF) 300 kHz-3 MHz AM radio stations 
(535 kHz-1 MHz)
1.6 MHz Travelers information
services
High Frequency (HF) 3 MHz-30 MHz
Very High Frequency (VHF) 30 Mhz-300 MHz • FM radio stations 
• VHF television stations
7-13 (174-220 MHz);
• Garage door openers
(40 MHz);
• Standard cordless
telephones (40-50
MHz);
• Alarm systems (40
MHz);
• Paging systems (50-300
MHz)
Ultra High Frequency (UHF) 300 MHz-3 GHz        • Paging systems
(300-500 MHz);
• 1G mobile telephones
(824-829 MHz);
• 2G mobile telephones
(800-900 MHz);
(continued)
Bandwidth Frequency Common Devices
Description Range And Applications
• Global system for
mobile (GSM) 3G
Mobile (1,755-2,200
MHz)
• Bluetooth devices (2.4
GHz)
• Home RF (2.4 GHz)
• WLAN (2.4 GHz)
Super High Frequency (SHF) 3 GHz-30 GHz • Short range, point-to-
point communication
including remote
control systems and
PDAs;
• WLAN (5.8 GHz);
• Local multipoint
distribution systems
(LMDS), fixed line of
sight 28 GHz band
distances of 3-5
kilometers
Extremely High Frequency 30-300 GHz Satellite communications
(EHF)
Infrared 300 GHz-430 THz • Remote controls for
home audio-visual
components;
• Infrared links for
peripheral devices;
• PDAs and cellular
telephone infrared links
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Appendix C
802.11 Wireless Frequency, Speed,
and Distance
Super G
(not yet
Wireless approved
Standard 802.11b 802.11a 802.11g standard)
Frequency 2.4 GHz 5 GHz 2.4 GHz 2.4 GHz
Max speed 11 Mbps 54 Mbps 54 Mbps 108 Mbps
Useful Range 100-150 feet 25-75 feet 100-150 feet 100-150 feet
Compatibility No No 11g devices No in “static”
will mode, but
interoperate will
with 11b interoperate
devices, with G mode
but not in “dynamic”
compatible mode
with 11a
devices
Acceptance— Most Newer Not very Not at this
public popular, technology, many today, time
hotspots widespread very but as
adoption limited or new hotspots
none are added and
existing 11b
hotspots
upgrade or add
capacity, they
will likely go
b/g compatible
access points
(continued)
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Super G
(not yet
Wireless approved
Standard 802.11b 802.11a 802.11g standard)
Recommended Mobile Limited New corporate At this time,
application road close work work groups Super g is
warrior group in should for the “Super
when most which the consider g Geeks.” Until
of your time primary because of its a standard is
is in motivation backward adopted and
airports, is to avoid compatability all the
hotels, interference to b devices, manufacturers
coffeeshops, in 2.4-GHz but expect to begin to
or frequency move to pure follow it, this
bookstores space and g to avoid is for limited
the interoperability test bed
additional performance deployments
speed can issues that only.
be utilized. exist in mixed
environments.
Other Good for Consider For any new Super g
comments the home for use in a investment in relies on
user where home office Wi-Fi, this is Bursting,
maintaining or small the best place Compression,
an open business to start. Fast Frames,
network for where Implement g and Dynamic
family and speed, lack in corporate Turbo,
friends is of workgroups or technologies
key interference, home office, to achieve
and fewer and have increased
people with backward throughput.
ability to compatibility
see this to extensive
network is 11b hotspot.
considered
an
advantage.
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Super G
(not yet
Wireless approved
Standard 802.11b 802.11a 802.11g standard)
Interference Many 5-MHz  Many wireless Because of
from other wireless frequency telephones the way
devices? telephones space is not operate in 2.4- Super g
operate in crowded, MHz bonds two
2.4-MHz unlike the frequency and adjacent
frequency 2.4-MHz  it is not channels to
and it is not space. uncommon to double the
uncommon have speed of g
to have significant devices,
significant interference some
interference between access interference
between points and within the
access these phone 2.4-MHz
points and systems. legacy
these phone networks
systems. should be
expected.
Appendix D
Other Communication Standards
TDMA
The time division multiple access (TDMA) standard for cellular
communication was the first digital implementation of the ad-
vanced mobile phone service (AMPS). TDMA theoretically
could triple the capacity of a cellular network by dividing a single
cellular channel into three time slots. Because of the technical
challenges of keeping the three time slots in sync, and the rela-
tively small number of bits put into each time slice, early TDMA
has always been plagued with complaints about voice quality and
interference from other devices. Over time, the complaints have
subsided, but that is more a function of increasing the number
and density of towers, not improvements in the underlying tech-
nology.
PCS 
Personal communications service (PCS) is the name given to
TDMA-based services if a second frequency band was allocated
(1900 MHz) to cellular phones. This new band enabled for the
first time digital features on cellular phones such as short message
service (SMS), improved voice quality, seamless roaming, and
support for caller ID, message waiting, and circuit-switched data.
It was the beginning of the cell phone revolution.
GSM 
Global system for mobile communications (GSM) is currently
the most widely used cellular technology with over a billion users
spanning 200 countries. GSM is based on TDMA digital tech-
nology. Ever wonder why the network setting on a United States-
based GSM phone has to be changed before it will work in
Europe? GSM in the United States and Canada is implemented
at a different frequency than in the rest of the world, with eight
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timeslots in the 1800-MHz band. GSM is digital, but only mar-
ginally more efficient in the use of frequency spectrum than
AMPS TDMA cellular (25 kHz per user for GSM versus 30 kHz
per user for AMPS). GSM uses eight timeslots in a 200-kHz fre-
quency band, as compared to the three timeslots in 30 kHz used
by U.S. TDMA. For this reason, ensure that GSM phones are
multiband so they can operate in Europe. Some GSM phones
offer mobile communications adapters such that the wireless
phone can be used as a dial-up modem to a traditional land-line-
based modem. Used in this manner, GSM supports data rates be-
tween 9.6 and 14.4 Kbps.
GPRS 
General packet radio services (GPRS) was developed as an added
service to run over GSM networks that provided theoretical max-
imum speeds of up to 171.2 Kbps, however, its speed is typically
significantly less than the theoretical maximum. The maximum
theoretical rate is approximately three times faster than compara-
ble dial-up conventional modems (56.4 Kbps), and 10 times
faster than running data over GSM. 
EDGE
Enhanced data rates for global evolution (EDGE) is another step
in the GSM strategy to adopt a 3G standard. The core technol-
ogy of GSM (TDMA) is not compatible with the 3G standards,
which are CDMA-based. EDGE allows GSM providers to invest
in CDMA technology for future 3G compliance, while maintain-
ing support for existing user devices. EDGE also provides a tem-
porary transition place by moving data (GPRS) to a new CDMA
network while keeping the existing TDMA infrastructure to sup-
port voice services. A short-term benefit that GSM providers are
quick to point out is that the overcrowded GSM voice infrastruc-
ture will have “new” capacity for voice since data traffic is being
migrated off the TDMA network. EDGE provides three times
the data capacity of GPRS. Using EDGE, operators can handle
three times more subscribers than GPRS; triple their data rate per
subscriber, or add extra capacity to their voice communications.
EDGE technology is currently available in North America, most
of South America, and Australia, with very small pockets in some
major metro areas in the United Kingdom and Western Europe. 
3GSM
Existing GSM network operators are between a rock and a hard
place as 85 percent of the world’s GSM vendors have already se-
lected CDMA technology as the underlying infrastructure for
global 3G services. 3G GSM, in response, is a technology built
around the core GSM network that includes an interface to the
3G-approved CDMA-based services platform. Dubbed W-
CDMA for Wideband CDMA, GSM network operators will be
able to continue to use their TDMA-based infrastructure for
voice, while at the same time offering their subscribers approved
3G services via the W-CDMA interface. The new 3G GSM of-
fering will give wireless access to high-speed downloads and other
advanced wireless features, such as streaming audio, streaming
video, picture messaging, and video messaging.
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Appendix E
The Generations of Mobile Technology
1G
The first generation (1G) of mobile technology was based on ad-
vanced mobile phone service (AMPS), an analog technology.
Analog technology had limitations on how many calls the system
could carry, the quality of the calls, and the range that a single
tower could cover. Current Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) rules require that wireless carriers support the analog
wireless networks through December 31, 2007. Although it is
unlikely that anyone will still be carrying an analog cellular
phone by then, there are some popular services that rely on
AMPS technology. For example, the popular in-car service from
OnStar® (http://www.onstar.com/) as well as other innovative
users of wireless technology currently rely on 1G analog net-
works. If planning to purchase a new or used car with OnStar®,
ensure that the cellular component is upgradeable to digital tech-
nology, or already has a dual mode device installed.
2G
The second generation (2G) of cellular phones was based on
three competing digital technologies, namely, GSM, TDMA, and
CDMA. These standards were designed to respond to the in-
creased demand for wireless voice devices, and each responds dif-
ferently. GSM was the European standard used throughout the
rest of the world, and TDMA and CDMA were both technolo-
gies that focused on splitting up transmissions so more “bits”
could be compressed into a single channel. TDMA used a con-
cept based on time division in which multiple accesses were pro-
vided by breaking up the voice signal into specific timed intervals
allowing several conversations to use the same frequency simulta-
neously. CDMA used a code division concept not unlike the In-
ternet uses, where the voice is split up into packets, each of which
is sent and then reassembled at the destination. 2G systems in-
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cluded some limited-data capabilities, but they were not techni-
cally sound data implementations. Some characteristics of 2G
networks are:
• Maximum data rates of 9.6-14.4 Kbps, but only if you are
stationary and located directly adjacent to a tower
• Digital voice capabilities, which allow for better utilization
of spectrum, but are frequently lower quality than a good
1G analog voice conversation
• Enhanced digital features, such as caller ID
• Services, such as text messaging and downloads of still im-
ages and audio clips
2.5G
2.5G networks are not available everywhere, but they represent
an important transition step between 2G and 3G networks. 2.5G
networks generally refer to the overlay of GPRS on GSM net-
works to facilitate the transition and migration from 2G to 3G
technology. Many also refer to 1XRTT, which is part of the evo-
lution to 3G for CDMA networks, in this 2.5G category. Some
characteristics of 2.5G networks include:
• Data rates of 64-144 Kbps
• Packet based
• Always-on connectivity
• Instant messaging with small attachments
3G
3G is expected to deliver up to 2 Mbps of throughput bringing
high-speed broadband to mobile devices. 3G is capable of sup-
porting rich media on mobile devices such as a phone, computer,
TV, beeper, videoconference center, newspaper. Some characteris-
tics of 3G networks include:
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• 2.05 Mbps to stationary devices
• 384 Kbps to slow-moving devices (walking user)
• 128 Kbps to fast-moving devices (moving vehicles)
The following chart shows the 3G evolution of GSM, TDMA,
and CDMA.
Figure 11: 3G Evolution
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Appendix F 
Journal of Accountancy Articles1
“Ready to Pull the Plug?” .......................................................73
“Carry Your Office in the Palm of Your Hand”........................76
“Install Your Own Wireless Network” .....................................81
1 Copyright © 2001, 2004 from the Journal of Accountancy by the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants, Inc. Opinions of the authors are their own and do
not necessarily reflect policies of the AICPA.
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A well-designed wireless system can provide connectivity for all the 
computers in your office, in the building or even for an entire office complex. 
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While wireless costs are still a bit high, they are falling and will continue 
to do so for some time to come. Speed and reliability will improve apace. 
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ISO Certified 889585
